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LETTER
FROM
THE CEO
Scott Gordon

WE BELIEVE THAT EMPLOYEES ARE HAPPIEST WHEN THEY ARE
WORKING SOMEWHERE THAT HAS THE SAME VALUES THEY HAVE;
A PLACE WHERE THEY CAN MAKE THE KIND OF DIFFERENCE IN THE
WORLD THEY WOULD LIKE TO MAKE.
What is Open Mortgage?
If you ask me about what our company does, the straightforward answer is this: Open
Mortgage is a multi-channel mortgage lending company that strives to bring a better
mortgage experience to customers on a national scale.
But that doesn’t tell the whole story, because the story begins with people committed to
excellent service. It begins with you.
Our mission is about more than just how we treat our customers—our mission is to
empower people. We want to help you strive for greatness by providing the resources
you need to succeed. That means technology, marketing, training, and corporate
support at your fingertips.
But don’t take my word for it. We think our benefits and work ethos speak for
themselves. If this sounds like a place you’d like to work and grow, we hope you will
find your home here at Open Mortgage.

LET TER FORM THE CEO
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TOP 5 THINGS WE KNOW ARE IMPORTANT TO YOU
Because they’re also important to us.

When it comes to where you’ll do business, there are lots of choices out there. But we think we do a pretty
good job of meeting loan originators and branch managers where they are, based on the job factors that
mean the most to them. What’s the most important thing on your career journey right now?

YOU WANT TO SEE
Growth

We have a great work family here at Open
Mortgage, and a big part of that is understanding
the value of the people we work with. Most loan
originators don’t live to work—they work to live.
That’s why we take care of our LOs and branch
managers with competitive commissions.
We offer flexible Loan Officer commissions and
compensation plans can be adjusted periodically.
For Forward loans, we pay on fixed loan amounts.
For Reverse loans, we pay them all by UPB.

TOP 5 THINGS WE KNOW ARE IMPORTANT TO YOU

It’s not a coincidence that our motto is “Your
business is our success, and your success
is our business.” When our loan originators
grow their business, we grow, too. We always
have an eye on improvements that make our
business better, which means providing LOs with
the tools they need to cultivate their networks
and increase sales.
Open Mortgage wants to help you grow your
business. We provide the operational engine that
empowers our partners to succeed, delivering the
American dream of homeownership to an evergrowing audience.

Commission
MATTERS
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LET’S TALK ABOUT
Respect

We want to attract like-minded people who
thrive on sharing great attitudes and experiences
with our customers, and each other. We put a
premium on people that can make each day a
little brighter, for themselves and those around
them. Bring a positive attitude and fun to those
around you, and we will return the favor.

Stability
IS THE GOAL

TOP 5 THINGS WE KNOW ARE IMPORTANT TO YOU

A business is only as good as its relationships,
and successful relationships boil down to one
word: Respect. We listen to our branch managers
and loan originators because we recognize that
they have valuable insight into what’s happening
on the ground, and we’re grateful for their
constructive contributions.
We embrace each other’s unique talents and
honor diverse work styles. We operate with a
spirit of cooperation and listen to each other,
regardless of our differences. We strive to
operate with 100% respect every day.

Culture
IS IMPORTANT

We don’t think success happens by accident—it’s
a result of playing the long game. It’s a mindset
as much as it is a culture, and we’re here for the
long-term, using vision as our guide and strategy
as our roadmap.
Established in 2003, Open Mortgage has been
around for 15 years and continues to grow. We
provide our people with structure and support in
an industry with many ups and downs.
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PRODUCTS AND DATA

Options for Getting Clients Where They Need To Go
Whether they are buying their first home, refinancing on an existing mortgage, or looking to get a reverse
mortgage, Open Mortgage is here to help customers. Open Mortgage helps you service customers in every
part of their homeownership journey. No matter your area(s) of expertise, you can find your place with us.

Conventional

Jumbo Loans

• 15-year or 30-year Fixed Rate
• Fixed or ARMS to $453,100 (higher allowed
in high cost areas)
• Primary residence up to 97% LTV
• Second homes up to 90% LTV
• Investment property up to 85% LTV
• Gift funds allowed

• Fixed or Adjustable Rates
• Up to 95% LTV for loan amounts up to
$2,500,00
• Condo financing available

VA Loans
• 30-year Fixed Rate
• No down payment
• 100% financing up to $453,1000 for
primary residence
• No monthly mortgage insurance
• Minimum 580 credit score
• No credit score option available

FHA Loans
•
•
•
•
•
•

30-year Fixed Rate
Loans with 3.5% down payment
Seller contribution up to 6% of sales price
Gift funds allowed
Minimum 580 credit score
No credit score option available

USDA Loans

Reverse Mortgage Loans #9 HECM Lenders Report 2018
• HECM and HECM for Purchase programs
• Primary borrower must be at least 62 years
of age
• Must be living in home as primary residence
• Gift funds allowed
• Jumbo and proprietary products are
available for Reverse as well

DPA Loans
• Loans with down payment assistance
• Assistance can be gift or separate loan paid
over time
• Minimum 620 credit score

Other Loan Programs
• Non-Qualified Mortgage
• Construction/Renovation (203k)
• State Programs available on request

• Rural Housing loan program with no
down payment
• 100% LTV, owner occupied
• Property must be in eligible area
• Gift funds allowed
• Minimum 580 credit score
• No credit score option available

PRODUCTS AND DATA
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$677.7 MILLION IN HOME LOANS IN 2017
Reverse
15%

Refinance
24%

Retail
72%

Forward
85%

Purchase
76%

Correspondent
5%

Wholesale
23%

FHA Reverse
14%
Reverse
1%
FHA
44%

PRODUCTS AND DATA

Conventional
25%
USDA
8%
VA
8%
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BENEFITS AT A GLANCE
At Open Mortgage, we want our loan officers and branch managers to feel supported beyond just a
paycheck, personally and professionally. That’s why we offer the following benefits to members of the
Open Mortgage family:

TECHNOLOGY

MEDICAL INSURANCE
Medical Insurance is available
to full-time employees and their
families. Open Mortgage pays
part of the monthly premium
cost for employees.

VISION/DENTAL INSURANCE
Vision and dental insurance is
bundled together. It is available
to full-time employees and
their families.

WEEKLY PAYROLL
Open Mortgage has a weekly
payroll cycle and fast payouts.
Our employees are paid every
week on Fridays.

Open Mortgage provides state-of-the-art
applications for our employees. We offer
loan origination software, an integrated
CRM, business intelligence technology,
and proactive HR and payroll systems.

TRAINING
Open Mortgage cares about developing
our employees. We offer compliance
training, weekly training calls, and online
courses. We also utilize ZenDesk as a
platform for guidelines, loan scenarios,
and essential mortgage knowledge.

MARKETING
Our marketing team offers each branch
and loan officer a library of customized
marketing collateral for print and digital
distribution. In an effort to broaden
your digital presence, we also offer
websites and social media support.

CORPORATE SUPPORT
Open Mortgage offers the stability
of corporate support. We provide
accounting, HR, recruiting, compliance,
marketing, pipeline transitioning, and
sales support functions. We always
strive for excellent customer service.

BENEFITS AT A GL ANCE
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LIFE AS AN OPEN MORTGAGE LOAN OFFICER
What are the production requirements to
qualify for a full time position?

What softwares does Open Mortgage
operate on?

A full-time employee must work an average of 32
hours or more per week to maintain their fulltime status. To meet the production requirement
necessary to work as a full-time employee,
individual loan originators must either: (1) fund
an average of at least $300,000 UPB (Reverse
Loans) in loans per month during a 6-month
measurement period OR (2) must have $250,000
of their loans purchased per month during a
6-month measurement period.

Human Resources Information System (HRIS): ADP

What are the benefits that Open Mortgage
provides currently?

Pulling Credit: CoreLogic (Reverse), Avantus
(Forward), Credit Plus (Forward)

Open Mortgage partners with United Healthcare
for medical, dental, and vision insurance.

Automated Underwriting Systems: LP (Forward/
Freddie Mac), DO (Forward/Fannie Mae), GUS
(Forward/USDA

What does the commission look like working
for Open Mortgage?
Commissions are decided by the Branch Manager
and your experience level as an originator. Open
Mortgage pays competitive splits ranging from 3070% of the branch compliant commission.
What type of marketing is involved?
Every loan officer and branch manager receives
customized marketing collateral for print and
social media, print and digital material, business
cards, social media support, and a free website.
Our Marketing team also offers marketing
training. Learn more on PAGE 12.

Loan Origination Software (LOS): Lending QB
(Forward), Reverse Vision (Reverse)
Customer Relationship Management (CRM):
OptifiNow (for Forward and Reverse)
Email, Calendar, & Applications: Google
Education, Training, & Guidelines: TheDesk & Open
Mortgage University
Branch Accounting & Storage: CABO, Loan Vision

Mortgage Business Intelligence (MBI): Motivity
What kind of training does Open Mortgage
offer for loan originators?
Open Mortgage requires all of its new originators
to complete the according training curriculum
through OMU.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Appraisal Payment Options Policy
Anti-Money Laundering
Fair Lending
Security Training
Forward Originator Training (if applicable)
Reverse Originator Training (if applicable)
Weekly Training Calls

What kind of lending support does Open
Mortgage offer?

We also offer 24/7 access to TheDesk for guidelines
and assistance with a variety of questions.

Open Mortgage provides processing, underwriting,
closing, funding, and post-closing services. We
have designated operations managers that oversee
their team as they coordinate with your pipeline.
We underwrite to investor guidelines and have no
overlays, and we do offer Non-QM loan types. You
will know your assigned lending support staff and
will be able to communicate with them openly.

What does it cost to extend a lock?

LIFE AS AN OPEN MORTGAGE LOAN OFFICER

The extension costs are:
• .125% for 7 days
• .25% for 15 days
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LIFE AS AN OPEN MORTGAGE BRANCH MANAGER
What are the standard costs associated
with a branch? For example: loan costs/
commitment fee/technology fee/accounting
fees, etc.
•
•
•
•
•
•

FHA Connection Fee: $300 Annually
NMLS Licensing Fees
Standard Taxes
Employee Payroll
Commercial Space Rent
Marketing & Other Allowable
Operating Expenses

Who sends out the loan disclosure
statements?
On the forward side, we have a dedicated
disclosures department that sends out disclosures
through International Document Services (IDS).
On the reverse side, the processor or loan account
manager will send out loan disclosures.
Does the BM and or LO have access to DU
and LP?
Company Policy is for the Branch Manager to
share the following credentials with his staff:
•
•
•
•
•

FHA CONNECTION
USDA (GUS)
Fannie Mae DO
Fannie Mae DU
Freddie Mac LPA (formerly LP)

Individual Loan Officers can have their own
credit credentials
Who manages the affiliate branch’s
accounting?
Retail Branch Managers will manage their own
accounting and Corporate Retail Branches’
accounts are managed by their respective Regional
Branch Manager.

LIFE AS AN OPEN MORTGAGE BRANCH M ANAGER

How does payroll and commission work?
All loan originators are set up on a draw against future
commissions or a base wage, which are established
by the state minimum wage. Loans that are marked
“funded” pull from the loan origination software to our
proprietary system, CABO. The Branch Manager and
the Loan Officer both approve the commission once it
posts in CABO. Approved commissions are reviewed
daily by accounting and fall under the standard weekly
payroll cycle by that date.
How are branch reserves built up?
Each branch has a required reserve amount that
consists of $400, $100 per Loan Officer, 1 month
of rent, 1 month of health insurance per enrolled
employee, and any extra reserve at the Branch
Manager’s discretion. This required reserve amount
is immediately posted to the branch upon licensing
approval. Loan Officer commissions are always paid
prior to allocating additional funds to the reserve
amount. At the discretion of management and
accounting, additional expenses may be approved
prior to funding the full reserve.
How do I analyze my financials P&L and
manage my bottom line?
Currently all P&L data is stored in CABO and updated
daily. Depending on the branch balance and reserve,
a Branch Manager can allocate funds to invest in the
branch and/or achieve a desired balance.
How long will requests for reimbursements,
marketing, and rent take?
There is not a set time or date for reimbursements.
Generally, reimbursements take less than a week to
post. Rent is processed on the 23rd of each month
automatically. There is a review process in place for
marketing/advertising requests, which generally
runs less than 72 hours. Once approved, the expense
becomes reimbursable.
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What are the Corporate Fees or allocations
charged to each branch office?

Will Open Mortgage add new in-house
products to assist with changing markets?

Forward:

Absolutely. We are always open to looking at new
products and programs to help our originators
gain a competitive advantage.

• Approved Processing Fee: $545
• Underwriting Fee: $750
• Administrative Fee (Can be charged to
branch or the borrower): $500
Reverse:
• Transaction Fee: $1,135
• Approved Processing Fee: $560
• These fees are not charged to the borrower.
Gross Commissions are reduced before
sweeping to the branch.
What if I have a pipeline to transfer? Can I
import a Fannie Mae 3.2 File?
Yes, LendingQB allows you to import this file.
Are broker loans an option and what is the
cost to the branch?
For forward products, we are a direct lender.
HECMs are offered through our correspondent
channel and are sold to multiple investors based
on where they will best fit. We do broker our
jumbo reverse loans.
What are your lending turn times?
Scenario Response from Desk = 24 hours
Disclosures
• LE Initial Disclosures = Same Day
• LE COC = 3 business days
• Resubmit Queue = 24 business hours
• LE Compliance Review = 48 business hours
Processing
• Opener = up to 6 hours
• Initial Review = 48 hours
• Initial Approval = 48 hours
• Review Conditions = 48 hours
Underwriting = 48-72 hours
Closing = 24-48 hours from CTC (Early CD’s)

LIFE AS AN OPEN MORTGAGE BRANCH M ANAGER

Can a non-producing BM recruit other
branch offices?
Yes! We have a number of Regional Managers with
multiple branches.
Will a large producing branch have their own
underwriters?
No, not at this time. We do, however, have
assigned Processing and Underwriting teams
(primary and backup) for each branch.
What is the timeline of moving a branch
over/ finalizing a deal? For example, we have
a branch wanting to transition immediately
and they are good about pricing, etc. What
would be the timeline and standard process
to finalize a deal?
This partly depends on state licensing. Some states
are done in 1-2 days, while others require several
weeks. It generally takes about a week or two to
get offers and background checks cleared, at which
point we submit for NMLS sponsorship and state
licensing. There will be required training that can
be completed in a day once they start. We have an
onboarding and transition team in place to help
with the transfer of pipelines.
Is there any compensation available if I
recruit another Branch or Loan Officer?
Yes! You can recruit a Branch or Loan Officer and
be compensated according to our recruitment
referral policy. The referred branches must meet
the criteria to become a branch, including, but not
limited to, eligible proof of production. You must
not directly benefit from the recruit outside of the
referral bonus payment.
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MARKETING SUPPORT
It is important that borrowers have sufficient information on our mortgage products and that the
associated features and benefits are clearly explained to the borrower.
We’ve compiled a variety of high-quality, ready-to-use marketing materials to promote our mortgage
products to your customers, giving you more ways to leverage cost-effective marketing opportunities.

Loan Officer tools are an important part of a mortgage strategy.
A seasoned Loan Officer has many tools to help them succeed in
the mortgage industry. Here is a sample of mortgage materials
designed for Loan Officers of any level to help increase referral
business and purchase volume.

Traditional and Reverse:
LO Webpage
Flyers
Rackcards
Yard Signs

INSIDER TIP: KNOW YOUR RATIO

8%

CREDIT SCORE:

Credit Debt
$2,000

Total Credit
$25,000

CREDIT UTILIZATION RATE

CREDIT SCORE:

Getting married could boost your
credit with joint lines of credit.

You continue to build your credit by keep a low credit
utilization rate and by having a good long payment history.

800

Infographics

ir

Go

o

0

67
TO

670 to 739: Good; in the median range. You’ll likely
be approved and are considered an “acceptable”
borrower. There’s still some room for improvement,
but you’re on the way up.
580 to 669: Fair and below average credit score.
If you are approved, it will be considered in the
subprime range, and getting credit might be difficult
with higher interest rates. Don’t despair though,
you could make it better with time and effort.
579 or lower: Poor and far below average. At this
stage, it may be hard for you to get credit. Credit
card applicants may require a deposit or a fee,
as well as utilities for your home or rental. Credit
scores in this range could indicate bankruptcy or
other major credit history problems. Good news:
There’s only one way to go, and that’s up.

73

9

579

Poor

OR LOW
ER

799

Types of credit accounts
(mortgages, car loans,
credit cards)
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TO

It’s time to build
your credit.
You’re not ready
to take on a
mortgage just yet.

SETTLING YOUR CREDIT SCORE: WHAT DO THOSE NUMBERS ACTUALLY MEAN?

CREDIT SCORE:

Balances outstanding
Length of your credit history
Applications for new
credit accounts

80

66

740

T

35%

O

30%
Payment history

CREDIT
SCORE
Fa

5

560

740 to 799: Great and above average score. Look
for better interest rates on your credit and loans.
Give yourself a pat on the back.

Excellent
eat
Gr

15%

800 or Higher: Excellent and above average. Keep
up the good financial work! You should be approved
easily when applying for new credit.

OR HIGHER

Begin credit history.

CREDIT SCORE:

10%
10%

FICO RANGE DEFINITIONS

d

FINISH

825

START

Get a promotion
at work with a
raise. Celebrate
and go on some
fun dates, maybe
take an exciting
vacation with
your friends.

790

Get a mortgage with an
optimal interest rate. Now
buy your dream house!

Apply for first credit card.

750

CREDIT SCORE:

CREDIT SCORE:

WHAT’S THE
[NOT-SO] SECRET
FORMULA TO
CALCULATING A
CREDIT SCORE?

Blogs

580

Credit scores are based on objective factors as a way for lenders to judge a borrower’s creditworthiness. It generally falls
between 300 (not good) and 850 (optimal!). The higher the score, the better your chance of being approved for a loan.

You consider
buying versus
renting a home,
but although you
could qualify it is
rare that it works
out with this score.
Plus interest rates
will be high. You
decide to keep
renting for now.

AUTO LOANS:
A DRIVING FORCE IN CREDIT HISTORY
Making responsible payments toward an auto loan could be a great way
to drive up your credit score. Auto loans are some of the more easily
obtained loans, which makes it a great starting point for someone
needing to build positive credit history.

GO BACK
FIVE SPACES!
Missing a payment
could knock you
back 60-80 points

CREDIT SCORE:

740

With a mortgage
under your belt
your credit score
should continue
to increase with
monthly payments.

CREDIT SCORE:

730

Apply for a
mortgage. You
could lock in a
good interest rate
and buy your
first home!

CREDIT SCORE:

725

Your credit score
is looking pretty
good. Consider
applying for a
mortgage.

CREDIT SCORE:

Continue paying
off credit card in
installments, but
always more than
the minimum
owed. This score is
a milestone where
you will generally
see a jump for
even better
interest rates.

620

Reach minimum
automatic
qualification for
most mortgage
lenders, but
interest rates are
still pretty high.

SOURCES

Hey, you missed a
car payment.

720

CREDIT SCORE:

CREDIT SCORE:

eGuides

For most people this score is as good as it gets. You have
built up equity in your first home, consider utilizing it.

Your Total Debt
Your Total Credit

CREDIT SCORE:

800

Digital Ads

760

It’s not just a credit score that can make or break your chances at a loan or credit. Knowing
your credit utilization ratio, which is a comparison between how much credit you have available
versus how much of it you’re actually using is an important factor. The lower that ratio, the
better. Just because you have $25,000 in credit available does NOT mean you should be using it.

OOPS!

650

Looks like you
missed a payment.

You may already qualify for a mortgage, but
you may also need more lines of credit. Buy
a new car, pay monthly payments on time.

GO BACK
TWO SPACES!

www.usa.gov/credit-reports
www.wellsfargo.com/financial-education/credit-management/calculate-credit-score/
www.experian.com/blogs/ask-experian/credit-education/improving-credit/building-credit/
www.experian.com/blogs/ask-experian/credit-education/score-basics/credit-utilization-rate/
www.experian.com/blogs/ask-experian/infographic-what-are-the-different-scoring-ranges/

CREDIT SCORE:

CREDIT SCORE:

700

670

Start a budget plan. Use your credit card for small
purchases and pay it in full every month for six months.

OPENMORTGAGE .COM

Request a credit limit increase on credit card.
Getting approved for the increase may help
decrease your credit utilization ratio.

NMLS#2975

nmlsconsumeraccess.org

©2018 Open Mortgage, LLC. All Rights Reserved. Open Mortgage® is a registered trademark. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

Event Signage
DripCampaigns, Newsletters
for borrowers and realtors

M ARKETING SUPPORT
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CORPORATE FACTS
Open Mortgage is proud to be licensed in 46 States and the District of
Columbia with 78 Branch offices and many third party originators

Licensed
Not Licensed
Branch Office
Corporate Office

Loan Officers and Counting

of loan officers have been with
Open Mortgage for 2+ years

is the average length of service
of current loan officers

TOP REASONS LO’s SAY YOU SHOULD JOIN OPEN MORTGAGE:
1. Support & Training

CORPORATE FACTS

2. Culture & Values

3. Effectiveness of
Loan Process
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DON’T TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT
People are talking

Open Mortgage has given me the tools to be more productive and profitable in an
environment where all Loan Originators are working harder than ever to earn a living
by getting an edge on the competition. Open Mortgage is an innovative company
that is a market leader and offers long-term stability. I enjoy being at a company that
continues to grow and expands its reach. Their dedication to employees and excellent
leadership has proven invaluable in every aspect of my job.

James Shytle

Thanks to each and everyone of you that has helped me this year. One thing that
seems to stay consistent is that Open Mortgage has good people. This has never
been questioned. It is a main reason why I joined the company. Going forward,
I am excited about the opportunity to learn more, grow more, and achieve more.
This would not be possible without the support of each one of you. We will have
new challenges to address, but, with a can do attitude, we will all be fine. Here’s to
a great year and thanks again for all you have done and will do in the future.

Matt Marshall

There are many people at Open Mortgage who are committed to making the
Reverse Mortgage division successful. I want to thank leadership for the passion,
vision, and leadership I have personally observed in you. The thought and heart
you put into your work is fueling our ability to help more and more seniors. Our
rankings show that we are serious about serving seniors and helping them stay
financially independent and remain in their homes -- and that’s what’s special. We
are doing such important work.

Wendy Oshiro

Over 15 years in the industry and no one has come close to delivering the
communication and level of assistance that Open Mortgage has provided to my
staff and to our clients!

Robert Bearce

DON’T TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT
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Empowering the American dream of homeownership.
OPEN MORTGAGE EMPOWERS OUR PARTNERS TO DELIVER THE
AMERICAN DREAM OF HOMEOWNERSHIP TO BORROWERS
ACROSS THE COUNTRY. OUR PARTNERS INCLUDE OUR RETAIL
BRANCHES, MORTGAGE BROKERS, COMMUNITY BANKS
AND CREDIT UNIONS. OUR PARTNERS PROVIDE THE RETAIL
STOREFRONT TO AMERICAN BORROWERS. OPEN MORTGAGE
PROVIDES THE OPERATIONAL ENGINE THAT EMPOWERS OUR
PARTNERS TO SUCCEED, DELIVERING THE AMERICAN DREAM OF
HOMEOWNERSHIP TO AN EVER-GROWING AUDIENCE.

facebook.com/openmtg/

twitter.com/openmortgage

youtube.openmortgage.com

(888) 602-6626
openmortgage.com/blog

OPENMORTGAGE .COM
©2017 Open Mortgage, LLC. All Rights Reserved. Open Mortgage® is a registered trademark. NMLS #2975
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